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Neevia docCreator Product Key 1.1.1 Introduction Neevia docCreator is a COM
(ActiveX) object that can be used to generate PDF, TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PCX and
PNG files from Visual Basic, Borland Delphi, Microsoft FoxPro or any Windows
NT,2000,XP,2003 application that supports COM (ActiveX) objects. Main Features
1. Distill PostScript/EPS files; "Neevia docCreator" is designed to be used in a multi-
threaded environment. It distills all pages of a postScript file to a single PostScript
file. Distilled PostScript/EPS files have no dependence on any hardware or software
other than Windows. "Neevia docCreator" supports PostScript, EPS, PDF and PNG-5
output. 2. Produce high-quality, searchable PDF documents; "Neevia docCreator"
produces high-quality, searchable PDF documents. Images that are compressed to
produce the PDF document are not JPEG compressed, the viewer will not display the
images the same as they were on screen. 3. Font embedding, resolution, compression
and multi-language support; "Neevia docCreator" supports over 100 fonts. It provides
compression and resolution settings for each font. The font encoding of an embedded
PDF document is auto determined from the distribution of characters of the original
PostScript source file. 4. No Adobe software required; "Neevia docCreator" does not
require Adobe Acrobat and can be used as a stand alone Adobe Acrobat product. 5.
PDF merge and split functionality; "Neevia docCreator" can merge two or more PDF
files into a single PDF file or split PDF files into two or more PDF files. 6. Convert
over 60 image formats to PDF, PostScript, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, BMP, PCX, PSD,
PCL-XL; "Neevia docCreator" can convert over 60 image formats to PDF,
PostScript, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, BMP, PCX, PSD, PCL-XL and PDF Stamp. 7.
Capture and convert the print stream to PDF, PS, EPS, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, BMP,
PCX, PSD, PCL-XL; Neevia docCreator can capture and convert the print stream to
PDF
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With Neevia docCreator you can take any document or image in Windows and easily
create a high-quality PDF document. Combine all this with the converter's powerful
search and conversion features and Neevia docCreator becomes an extremely useful
tool. Neevia docCreator is the most efficient and easiest way to convert your
Windows document or image to a PDF file that you can modify, search, share and
email. DocCreator is perfect for managing multiple documents including the use of
templates and metadata, and has the ability to search and search for text. You can
convert from a variety of image formats and even combine multiple PDFs into a
single PDF file. User-friendly features such as the ability to save, email and print
PDFs from within DocCreator allows a quick and simple to use document solution to
anyone with less than four hours of training. DOCS2PDF is a compact and easy-to-
use open source document-to-PDF converter. DOCS2PDF supports most popular
formats such as DOC, DOCX, RTF, MSWORD, HTML, XML, XLS, PPT, PPTX,
PPS, SPS, JPEG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, BMP and many others. DOCS2PDF requires a
single command line. DOCS2PDF is a command-line tool to convert documents into
PDFs, from any Windows application. It converts plain text to PDF. DOCS2PDF is a
free tool, available for Linux, Mac and Windows. Doc2ps is a powerful command-
line tool to convert document formats to PostScript (PS). It can extract page images
and convert documents to PDF format. Doc2ps is a free software. You can download
this tool by itself or along with other tools for Delphi. License: Share File Sharing
Shareware File sharing allows people to download a free copy of your software and
use it, but doesn't transfer any further rights to the software. With a Shareware
license, the software is yours to use as it suits your needs. You can use it as much as
you like, and if you ever want to move to other software, we'll ask for a refund. GPL
General Public License is one of the most popular open source licenses. It allows
users to copy, modify, and even distribute the software provided that you hold the
original source code as a "Copyright", and include the source code

What's New In?

Neevia docCreator Neevia docCreator (formerly named Readwee Document Creator
or Ranger) is a book reader/PDF creator which can automatically convert to PDF,
TIFF, PNG, BMP, PCX, JPEG, EPS, PostScript, GIF, TGA and TIFF/TIF with new-
style font and embedded images. Neevia docCreator is a COM (ActiveX) object that
can be used to generate PDF, TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PCX and PNG files from Visual
Basic, Borland Delphi, Microsoft FoxPro or any Windows NT,2000,XP,2003
application that supports COM (ActiveX) objects. Here are some key features of
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"Neevia docCreator": ￭ Readwee DocCreator is designed to be used in a multi-
threaded environment; ￭ Distill PostScript/EPS files; ￭ Produce high-quality,
searchable PDF documents; ￭ Font embedding, resolution, compression and multi-
language support; ￭ No Adobe software required; ￭ Capture and convert the print
stream to PDF, PS, EPS, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, BMP, PCX, PSD, PCL-XL; ￭ Add
watermark and stationery; Stamp existing PDF files; Requirements: ￭ Standard PC;
300MHz or faster compatible x86 processor; ￭ RAM: 196MB RAM recommended,
64MB minimum; ￭ Hard-disk: 50MB free space required; ￭ Display: 16-bit display
adapter recommended; greater than 4-bit display adapter required; ￭ Dephi or VIsual
Basic Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial Neevia docCreator Description: Neevia docCreator
Neevia docCreator (formerly named Readwee Document Creator or Ranger) is a
book reader/PDF creator which can automatically convert to PDF, TIFF, PNG, BMP,
PCX and JPEG files with new-style font and embedded images. Neevia docCreator is
a COM (ActiveX) object that can be used to generate PDF, TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PCX
and PNG files from Visual Basic, Borland Delphi, Microsoft FoxPro or any Windows
NT,2000
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